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H →W+W- →l+l-νν study
Goal of this exercise: understand the 
role of the kinematic variables

ATLAS Open Data 
Data of pp collisions @ 8 TeV shared with 

public



 Higgs boson, with mass 125 GeV, decays to a pair of W bosons in 23% of the cases. 

 Main backgrounds: ttbar production, WW and Z+jets.  All these processes contain 2 high p
T
 isolated 

leptons that mimic the signal.

 The isolation is important as suggests where the lepton originates. Leptons from Z or W decays (or 

taus) are generally isolated, on the contrary to leptons that originate in b or c quarks (leptons inside 

jets).

H →W+W- →l+l-νν ( l = electron or muon) 

Detector



σ = 9.35 pb

σ = 832 pb

σ = 56.1x 103 pb

Signal and backgrounds

σ = 111 pbWW

ZH →W+W-

tt





W boson can decay leptonically or hadronically. In the latter case in a qqbar 
pair originating 2 jets.

                                

Background from W+W- 

electron p
T
 (green): 21 GeV; muon p

T 
(red): 68 GeV; 

MET(arrow): 69 GeV

σ=111 pbW+W-

The leptonic decay case constitutes an irreducible background in Higgs studies, but 

they are very important per se, as they test the Standard Model and play a role in 

new physics searches.



Z candidate decaying in a muon pair. MET is very high (MET) – 161 GeV, 
probably it is a double Z event with the other one decaying in a neutrino-
antineutrino pair. 

Muons have p
T
 of 50 and 126 GeV. 

Its invariant mass is a 94 GeV. 

 Background from Z

ν

ν



 Top quark dacays to W boson and a b-quark in 99.8% of the cases.
 If both W decay leptonically, 2 leptons + MET + 2 jets will be observed;

ttbar event candidate. 

muon (red) p
T
≈ 140 GeV. 

electron (green) p
T 

≈ 170 GeV. 

Yellow rectangles represent energy deposited in the calorimeters. From these deposits 3 jets 
are reconstructed, two of them are identified as originating in b-quarks.

 Background from tt 



Histogram analyser

 Which cuts in the kinematic variables should we apply to select 

signal events?

atlas-opendata.web.cern.ch/atlas-opendata/

http://atlas-opendata.web.cern.ch/atlas-opendata/


Data selection in the real analysis:

- Events are required to have two opposite-charge leptons (e or μ)

  and pass single-lepton trigger with threshold p
T
 = 24 GeV;

- Leading lepton p
T
 > 25 GeV;

- Sub-leading lepton  p
T
 > 15 GeV;

- Electrons and muons must be isolated;

- Channel (ee, μμ or eμ) dependent selection criteria apply.



Blue arrows – direction of the spin
Black and red arrows – direction of the momentum.

Higgs has spin 0, W bosons have spin 1, leptons have spin ½.
 → spins of the Ws must be anti-parallel and spins of each lepton pair must 
be parallel.

Only left-handed (right-handed) leptons (anti-leptons) participate in the 
decay of the W bosons → leptons (l and ν) emerge in directions              
anti-parallel to their spin.



Spin 0 of the Higgs and the structure of W boson decays imply a final state 

characterised by a small angular separation between leptons (low Δφ
ll
), small 

invariant  mass of the dilepton system (low m
ll
) and large missing transverse 

momentum in the opposite direction of the lepton pair.

Prompt WW do not need to obey to these requirements!



Reconstructed dilepton mass and angular separation are golden variables 
to reject WW



σ = 9.35 pb σ = 56.1x 103 pbZH →W+W- σ=111 pbW+W-
σ = 832 pbtt

Reconstructed Dilepton Mass

Reconstructed dilepton mass and angular separation are golden variables 
to reject WW, ttbar and Z.



Opening angle between 
MET and leptons

Variable not very useful.



Total Lepton Transverse Momentum [GeV]
 Vectorial sum of the transverse momenta of the observed charged leptons.

Important variable to remove Z backgrounds

σ = 9.35 pb σ = 56.1x 103 pbZH →W+W- σ=111 pbW+W-
σ = 832 pbtt



Histogram analyser
The significance of the H→W+W− events quantifies how "significant" the Higgs sample is with respect to 
the background. It is calculated by (Number of H→W+W−events)/sqrt(Number of background events). The 
larger the significance value is, the better job you have done extracting the Higgs signal.

http://opendata.atlas.cern/books/current/get-started/_book/GLOSSARY.html#background
http://opendata.atlas.cern/books/current/get-started/_book/GLOSSARY.html#background
http://opendata.atlas.cern/books/current/get-started/_book/GLOSSARY.html#signal


Backup



These pairs are produced by:

quark–antiquark annihilation: qqbar→W+W− (dominant process at LHC)

Diphotons: γγ→W+W−

Gluon fusion: gg→W+W−

Background from W+W-



Z boson is produced at LHC through quark-antiquark anihilation (65% of the cases) or through 
quark-gluon scattering (35%) 

Z boson is neutral → the sum of electric charge of its decay products is zero. Z Decays through: 

- Quark-antiquark pair (70%) → identified by jets in the calorimeter;

- Neutrino-antineutrino pair (20%). Neutrinos cross the detector untouched. This decay mode 

may be identified if missing transverse momentum (MET) is high.

- Lepton-antilepton pair (10%). The three lepton types (electron, muon, tau) are equally 

probable.

 Background from Z



Higgs event candidate satisfying the requirements: isolated leptons and 0 jets.

electron p
T
 (green): 33 GeV; muon p

T 
(red): 29 GeV; 

MET(purple): 35 GeV 

The signature of this process is two isolated leptons + MET.

H →W+W- →l+l-νν (l=electron or muon) 

Detector



 Background from tt 

The top quark, beyond object of study due to unique properties (huge mass and short lifetime), 
is used in the optimization of Monte Carlo generators, QCD models and parton distributions 
inside the nucleon (Parton Density Functions – PDF).

tt production constitutes an important background in several Higgs analyses and beyond 
Standard Model searches. Its production is intrinsically Strong:

but its decay is mainly through Weak interaction – top quark dacays to W boson and a b-quark 
in 99.8% of the cases.

The b-quark hadronizes and will be detected through a jet.



The ttbar signature has 3 channels defined by W and b-quark decay:

 If both W decay hadronically, 6 jets will be observed;

 Background from tt 

q

qbar

q

qbar



The ttbar signature has 3 channels defined by W and b-quark decay:

If the decay is semi-leptonic (one W decays leptonically, the other hadronically), 

1 lepton + MET + 4 jets will be observed.

 Background from tt 

q

qbar



Reconstructed Dilepton Mass

σ = 9.35 pbH →W+W- σ=111 pbW+W-

Reconstructed dilepton mass and angular separation are golden variables 
to reject WW



Missing Transverse Momentum (MET) [GeV]

The presence of neutrinos in the final state does not allow for the full 
reconstruction of the Higgs boson mass. Transverse mass, m

T
, is used, instead.

σ = 9.35 pb σ = 56.1x 103 pbZH →W+W- σ=111 pbW+W-
σ = 832 pbtt



σ = 9.35 pb σ = 56.1x 103 pbZH →W+W- σ=111 pbW+W-

σ = 832 pbtt
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